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How to Grade a Student’s Assignment When Multiple Attempts  
Are Present 
Often times when grading, you’ll have a situation where a student has submitted more than once for a 
particular assignment. This is typically the case when a student submits homework and then discovers 
he or she forgot to attach their homework file, and then re-submits. This can also happen if a student 
submitted a homework assignment and then you allowed another attempt (such as to improve a grade). 
Follow these steps to properly grade the student’s submissions in such a way to ensure the grade book 
calculates correctly.  
 

1. Locate the Control Panel in the lower left side of the screen.  The Control Panel is located at the 
bottom left, below the course menu. 

 
 

2. Click Grade Center, and then click on Full Grade Center. 

 
 

3. In the Full Grade Center view, you can identify when multiple attempts are present. Hold your 

mouse over an item that needs grading until the option to “Click for more options” appears.  
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4. Click the  symbol.  In this example we can see there are two attempts at submitting this 

assignment. 

 

 

5. Click View Grade Details.  

 

 

6. Both attempts are listed along with the opportunity to view and grade them.  Please note there 

can be more than 2 attempts listed if your grade book is set up to allow more than 2 attempts, 

or if you provided the student with more opportunities to re-submit an assignment.  
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7. Review and grade the most recent attempt.  Grade the assignment and provide feedback as you 

normally would. Save the grade when you are done. This is the grade that will post to the grade 

book and count toward the student’s overall grade. 

 

 

8. Ensure all previous attempts have a grade. All previous attempts must be graded in order for the 

grade book to calculate properly! Ungraded attempts can cause an issue with the “Total” 

column where it will not update. Furthermore, skipping this step prevents the actual grade from 

posting. 

a. If you allowed a student another attempt to resubmit (such as to raise the grade on the 

assignment) this might already be done. For example, if the student scored a “10” out of 

50 points, the previous submission (and grade book) should reflect that.  

b. If a previous attempt made by the student was blank – such as if the student forgot to 

attach a paper – provide a grade of “0”.  

c. Never delete old attempts! All attempts need to remain in Blackboard for record-

keeping purposes. 


